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Recently, J. Moser [I] considered a mapping of an annulus which is a 
perturbation of a rotation or twist mapping and proved, under suitable 
conditions, the existence of simple closed curves which remain invariant 
under the mapping. More precisely, consider a mapping 
e = e + CL(?) + cf(B, q, 
Y = f + l g(& ?), I? - Y,, / < R, 
where F, t? are “polar” coordinates and f(8, 7) and g(fi, 7) are periodic in 8 with 
period 2~. For E = 0 all circles F = constant are invariant, and Moser proved 
the existence of certain invariant curves (nearly circles) for particular con- 
ditions on f(8, r), g(8, ?) and c(f) and su ffi ciently small E’S. This theorem 
can be used to establish the existence of almost periodic solutions and some 
stability properties in certain undamped dynamical systems (see, for example, 
[2], [3], [#I, [5j) thus yielding partial answers to some unsolved problems 
which were investigated earlier by Poincare and Birkhoff. 
The central difficulty in such a result is to overcome arbitrarily small 
divisors to obtain a convergent sequence of approximations. A. N. Kolmogorov 
announced a theorem [6] for general analytic Hamiltonian systems with 
n degrees of freedom in which a method to overcome this small divisor 
problem was sketched, and a proof has been published recently [7j. Moser’s 
theorem is a geometrical version of the Kolmogorov result with the added 
feature that Moser only requires that the functions involved have sufficiently 
many derivatives. The proof of both Kolmogorov’s and Moser’s results is 
given by an infinite iteration process which has an accelerated convergence 
somewhat like that obtained by using Newton’s method to solve for the zeros 
of a differentiable function f(x). New coordinates are introduced at each 
step by solving a simple small divisor problem which, however, leads to 
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something like the loss of derivatives in the functions representing the 
mapping. In the analytic case the accelerated convergence overcomes this 
difficulty and in the finitely differentiable case the accelerated convergence 
together with a smoothing operator gives a convergent process. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of real curves with 
analytic parametric representation which remain invariant under the perturbed 
twist mapping for small E in which the functions are assumed to be analytic. 
In Moser’s paper it is assumed that the functions representing the mapping 
have sufficiently many derivatives; however, the representation of the inva- 
riant curve is guaranteed to have only a finite number of derivatives even if 
the original functions are analytic. 
The mapping theorem in the plane focuses attention on the mathematical 
technique introduced by Kolmogorov unencumbered by Hamiltonian 
formalism and by n-dimensional geometry.The analytic case is thought to be 
of interest because it is instructive to examine the accelerated convergence 
in the absence of the smoothing process, because of the rather unexpected 
difficulties which one encounters in the “analytic case” contrasted with the 
“differentiable case” and because the technique used to prove the result 
is a useful tool, 
In the perturbed twist mapping above, clearly some additional restrictions 
on the functions f, g, and 01 are required since if g > 0, then no invariant 
curves are possible. We shall require that the mapping be “area” preserving 
and that any closed curve r =f(0) = f(O + 2~7) near a circle (f’(0) small) 
intersects its image. The second property can sometimes be obtained from 
the first if the mapping can be extended to a disc-like domain (see [.5j). 
The area preserving property is expressed by the requirement that the 
determinant of the Jacobian a(e, ?)/a(8, Y) be identically one. (This will be 
the case if the mapping arises from a Hamiltonian system (see again [5]).) 
Finally we will require that a(?) be strictly monotone in the annulus. In order 
to be as concise as possible there has been provided only a minimum amount 
of motivation for the various steps in the proof. Some of these steps are 
precisely those used in Moser’s original work. 
The author wishes to thank Professor J. Moser for suggesting the approach 
used to prove this result and Professor R. A. Struble for assistance in 
preparing the manuscript. 
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The main result of the paper is Theorem 2. The preliminary lemmas in 
this section are reasonably well known (see [S]) (and easily proved) so no 
proofs are included. 
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LEMMA 1. (a) 1ff(z) is ana2ytic andperiodic withperiod 2vfor 1 Im z ( ,< R 
and if 1 f(z)1 < c in this domain, then its Fourier coeficients satisfy 
1 fm 1 < ce+iR. (1) 
(b) Alternatively, let the Fourier coejkients of a periodic function f(x) 
satisfy (1) and let 0 < 6 < R. Then f(z) is analytic for ) Im z 1 < R - 6. 
Further, if 8 < 1 
(2) 
LEMMA 2. For 6 > 0, p > 0 we have 
LEMMA 3. Let p be any real number and n be an integer. Then there exists 
an integer m (depending on n) so that 
The following lemma will be the main tool in developing the invariant 
curve theorem. It is proved [S] by h s owing the certain Fourier series converge 
despite the presence of small divisors. 
LEMMA 4. Let f (z) be periodic with period 271 and analytic for I Im z 1 < R. 
Further let f(z) have zero mean value, let I f(x)1 \( c in the specified domain 
and let TV be a real number such that 
(5) 
for some positive y and all integers m and n where n # 0. Then the difference 
equation 
d” + IL) - &> = f(z) (6) 
has a unique periodic solution of period 277 with zero mean value which is analytic 
forIImxI<RR226whereO<6<R/2.If6<1,thenfor~Imz/<R-226 
we have 
I &)I < $3 Ig’(4 -=c 25 ’ y64. (7) 
Further we have the following: 
(1) If g(z) is a solution of (6) then for any constant c,, , g(z) + c, is also a 
solution of (6). 
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(2) If in (6h f( 1 z is real when z is real, then the unique solution g(z) with 
zero mean value is real when z is real. 
(3) If in (6), f(z) =f(z, 4 is analytic in the parameter h, then the unique 
solution g(z) = g(z, X) (with zero mean value) is analytic in this parameter. 
LEMMA 5. (Cauchy’s Inequality). Iff(x) is andytic and is bounded by c 
for I z - GJ I < Y, a en or f I .z - z. 1 < Y - 6 where 0 < 6 < Y, we have 
I I df <c xc ‘6’ (8) 
We now introduce some special notation to be used hereafter. If f(z) is 
periodic in z with period 27r we denote by A( f ), the mean value of f(z) and 
we denote byjl(z), the variable part of f(z). That is, f(s) = f(z) - d(f ). 
A MODIFIED MAPPING THEOREM 
To prove the analytic invariant curve theorem we first consider the case 
a(F) = f and a slightly modified mapping and prove that this modified 
mapping has an analytic invariant curve. The area preserving property and 
the curve intersection property of the original mapping and a coordinate 
transformation will then be used to obtain the desired result. The proof 
that the modified mapping has an invariant curve (Theorem 1) is obtained 
by constructing an infinite sequence of coordinate transformations. At 
each step, the new coordinates are chosen so that the new representation of 
the mapping is closer to the twist mapping 0 = g + f, Y = f than the previous 
representation. Each coordinate transformation is valid over a specified 
domain while these domains shrink for each succeeding set of coordinates. 
The Fundamental Lemma gives the prescription for the new coordinates. 
FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA. Consider the mapping T of the complex variables 
8, f given by 
0 = 0 + 7 +f(f?, 7, h), 
r = 7 + g(& 7, h) + h(F - p) + v, 
(9) 
where V, h are complex parameters and where we have the following: 
(1) f,g are analytic in the domain 1 Im 8 1 < R, I f - p 1 < p = SDo, 
1 h I < p 2/3, where R > 0, S, p are given below, and f and g have period 2~ in 8. 
(2) In the specified domain 
If I + I g I < it+’ = P5. (10) 
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(3) p is a real positive number satisfying the inequality 
P --- 
277 
; >- 
I n I3 
for some positive number y and all integers m, n, with n # 0. 
(4) 6 is a positive number such that 
Then there exists functions v(Y*, h*), h(h*) analytic for 1 Y* 1 < p2, 1 h* 1 < p, 
satisfying 1 v 1 < p413, I h I < p213 and there exists a transformation of coordinates 
Ugiven by 
0 = z + u(f, rl, A*), 
F = +j + ~(6 fj, h*), 
(12) 
in which u, v are analytic for I Im $ / < R - 96, ( +j - p / < p3/2, I h* ) < p, 
are periodic in .$ with period 27~ and in this domain satisfy the inequality 
lul+l4<~, (13) 
such that the mapping T becomes a new mapping TI given by 
6 = i? + +i + @(f, q, A*), 
7 = fj + #(f, 7, h*) + h*(r - P) + v*, 
(14) 
where @, 1F, possess the properties given for u, v and where in this domain we have 
I @ I + I * I < M3’2. (15) 
Moreover, if f and g are real when their arguments are real, then u, v, @, #, h, 
and v are real when their arguments are real. (We shall assume y < 1 since this 
involves no restriction.) 
Proof. (1) Definition of u, v, h*, v*. We first define 
h* = h + JZ [!@, II~ 41, 
for 1 h I < p213/2. (Here and throughout, the mean value A! is taken with 
respect to the variable $.) Using Cauchy’s inequality we have 
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so by the implicit function theorem, (16) defines h(h*) for 1 h* 1 < p. Next 
we define a*(t, q, h*) for 1 Gj - TV 1 < p, 1 Im [ ) < R - 26, 1 h* 1 < p by 
v*(E + P, ii, h*) - v*c4, +j, h*) = g@, fj, w*)), 
J+*1 = -.4f(!5 ii, +*)I; (17) 
and we define u(f, ;i, h*), v([, ;j, h*) for I r/ - p 1 < p/2, I Im 4 I < R - 48, 
Ih*l fpb 
v(!z + CL9 ii, h*) - 4F, ii, h*) = a& 7, h) + g (E, j, &J*6 q, h*) 
- Jf [Z (5, ;i, w*@, +j, A*)] 
- Jl [Z (4, ii, h)] fi*(S, 7j, A*), (18) 
~kJ1 = -Jut? % 41 
- +tf [$f> 71, +*@, 77, A*)], 
4s + CL? 71, A*) - u(F,$ A*) = w(f, +j, h*) +j<f, +j, h) (19) 
+ g(r, fj, &*(E, fj, h*), 
dqu] = 0, 
where h is expressed as h(h*). Finally Y* is defined by 
v* = v + 4g(& IL> w*))l + 44 [t$, p, h(h*))v”*([, p, h*,] (20) 
for I h* I < p, and we note for I V* / < p2 we have 1 v 1 < ~413. 
(2) Estimate of I w*(f, ?j, h*) - T@, +j, h*)j. By Lemma 4 we have 
45, fj, h*) - v*($, 5j, A*) = 1 & einE + w. - wo*, 
n#0 
where 
- JZ [t$ (f, 7, h)] a*(:, +j, A*)/ edin df, n # 0. 
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ByLemma4,forIIm{l,(R-2&l?-plIp,wehave 
I?lu*l <E+M<g 
’ ys3 ’ $3 ’ (21) 
so by Lemma 1 for 1 ;i - p 1 < p/2, 
18M2M 
I 4‘ I < y83 - &ll(R-23) 
P 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3 and inequality (1 I), we have 
< ZE &a((R-36). 
’ y2Pp 
Since 1 ZJ,, - v,,* 1 < 18M2/pyS3 by Lemma 1 we have 
for the domain 1 +j - p / < p/2, 1 Im f I < R - 46. 
(3) Estimates of EC, V. By Lemma 4 for I Im .$I < R - 46, / 7 - p / <p/2, 
Ih*l Gpwehave 
and 
Thus the inequality (13) is valid. 
(4) Transformation U. Let D, = ((5, ii) : I +j - p ( < p/4, I Im .$I < R - 66) 
and let A = ((8,Y) : ( Im f? 1 < R - 76, 1 i: - p 1 < p/8}. Then by (23) and 
(24) it follows that U(D,) 3 A. Since in Dl 
I a(e -)I 1 qg) 3’ 
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the inverse transformation U-r is defined on A. Defining the sets 
D = {(f, 77) : 1 +j - p 1 d p3iz, I Im t / < R - 9S}, 
B = ((8, ?) : 1 f - p 1 < 2p3/2, / Im 0 1 < R - SS> 
we have U(D) C B, and thus D is mapped by TU into A in which U-i is 
defined. This means T, = U-ITU is defined on D using the functions u, v, 
h defined above. The functions a((, ;i, h*) and #(c, 7, h*) are defined 
implicitly by Eq. (25) below. 
(5) Estimate for / +([, +j, h*)j + j @(<, +j, h*)l. The transformation U 
applied to the mapping T assumes the form Tl if and only if we have 
u([, 79 A*) - 44, fj, h*) = v(L 7j, h’) +f(f + u, +j + vu, h(h*)) 
- @(5, +j, h*), 
v(& ‘I, h*) - v(4, fj, A*) = g(f + u, ;i + v, h(h*)) 
1 
(25) 
- $45 % h*) + @ - h*)(;j - P) 
+ hv((, ;i, A*) + v - v*. 
Using the definitions of u, v, h*, V* (i.e., Eq. (lo), (lg), (19), and (2(l)), we 
obtain 
@,(A 7, h*) = 4t + P, fj, h*) - u(c?, rljh*) +f(4 + u, r, + v, h) 
-fG 7, h) - $6 5 +*E ;i, h*), 
+cF, 17, A*) = v(4 + CL, +j, A*) - vg,y> h*) + h*v(f, j, A*) 
+c+c+c+c+c+cj 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
where 
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Then for I +j - /* I < p3iz, I h* I <p, ) Y* 1 < p2, 1 Im 5 1 < R - 96 we 
obtain 
< 25 ;d,“,“” + 22 ;;:;6M3 , 1x1 d 22Mp, 
2 
and thus 
or 
+MP -$~“~+~+-$+-$+4~ 
I 
which gives finally 
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Similarly we have 
+ ““DP (j$ ( Iul +4fl.12+2~, 
< $$@I+ $7 I# 1+ M&J lJ$y + g$” + $q 
+ 25( 13) M2 + 4( 1 3)2M3 + 26 . 32M3 
$38 fVp2 Py2p2 ’ 
or 
Using the inequalities, 
24M + 104M -==c L 
26M 104M 1 -- 
$4 yw 2 ) js3p+7&p+ 
we obtain, 
Remark. For future reference we note from the definitions of h*, v* 
(Eqs. (16), (20)) that 
( g / = 1 1 + ; .A [g (f, /L, h)] 1 > 1 - 4615 > ; , 
and 
Iv-vv*I <M+yg) <s. 
We now use the Fundamental Lemma to prove that a modified form of the 
desired mapping has an invariant curve. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the mapping of the complex variables 8, ? given by 
e = B + f +f(e, q, 
r =7+g(&?)+h(LP)+v, 
(26) 
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where h and v are parameters and we have the following properties: 
(1) f and g are analytic in the domain 1 Im 8 1 < R, , 1 f - r,, / < p0 , 
where Y,,p. , R, are positive numbers and Y, - p. > 0, and f and g are periodic 
in 0 with period 27~. 
(2) In the specified domain we have 
lfl +/AT <A. 
Let ? = ~1 belong to the domain above where p is real and satisfies 
CL m >, -?- --- 
2V 12 I n13’ 
for some positive y and all integers m, n(n # 0). Then if A is su$kiently small 
there exists a strip Pgiven by 
0 = 9? + Q(q9, f = p + P(q), 
% IIm+l< a9 (27) 
in the domain of (26) such that for certain values h’, v’ of the parameters h, v the 
mapping (26) leaves P invariant. Further the functions P, Q are periodic in Q 
with period 27r and are analytic for 1 Im q j < %/IO, and on the strip the 
mapping (26) becomes the rotation 
Also we have that h’, v’, P, Q tend to zero with A. 
Moreover, if f and g are real when their arguments are real then the parameter 
values h’, v’ are real and the functions P(q), Q(q) are real when 9 is real. In this 
case one obtains a real analytic closed curve 
0 = qj + Q(q), 7 = p + P(q), 0 < q < 277, (274 
invariant under the real analytic mapping (26). 
Proof. Choose 6, > 0 such that for 8, = Szpl (n = 2, 3,...) we have 
(29) 
Applying the Fundamental Lemma iteratively n times, denoting by hj , vj the 
parameters at the jth step, denoting by ui($, ;i, hi) and vj($, ;i, hi) the functions 
in the transformations of coordinates Ui at the jth step and denoting by 
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djj(.$, ij, hi) and &(t, ;j, hj) the resulting perturbations of the twist map, 
we obtain the mapping T, 
(30) 
and where in this domain 
We recapture the original parameters h = h, , v = vi in terms of the param- 
eters h, , V, by the set of equations: 
(32) 
where @& ii, 4) =f(& ii), adze ii, 4) = g@, ii). 
Let us now restrict our variables to q = p and 1 Im 4 1 < R,/lO and terminal 
values of the parameters /z, = V, = 0 for every n. We will show that our 
conclusions follow in the limit n---f 00. First let us consider the limiting 
values of the parameters h, V. We define the composite functions 
a(“‘(h,) = h,(h,(-* &-I(&) -)), n = 2, 3,..., 
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and the sequence of numbers hfn) = U(~)(O). By Lagrange’s formula and the 
chain rule, for m > n we have then 
] h(m) - h@q = / h,(h,(... h,-,(h,(...(h,-l(O))...) - h,(... h+l(O)...)l, 
s sup 2 I h&,,(... hn-,(O)...)l, I I n 
< 2”-1 1 h,(h,+1(... hm-l(O)...)/. 
(By the Remark following the Fundamental Lemma 1 dh,/dhi+l 1 < 2.) Since 
I h(hn+l(-* h,&O))l 6 PZ’~ we have 
The series 
1 h(m) - /$")I < 2n-lp3/3 
n * 
converges; hence the sequence of numbers {htnJ} converges to a particular 
(limiting) value h’ of the parameter h. Moreover, since from (32) 
n-1 
where 
and since 
it follows that li~+,[- C~~~hn] exists. (Since v,, = 0 for each n, 
- ~~~I An = V' is the particular limiting value of the parameter Y = or .) 
We may now useEqs.(32) to define the numbers h,(h’)= h,‘, h,(h,‘) = ha’,..., 
v2(v’, h’) = vz’, v3(v2’, h,‘) = v3’, . . . , and restrict the coordinate transformations 
U, to these values of the parameters h, , v, . To confirm that the sequence 
of the coordinate transformations approaches a limit we observe that after 
the first step we have &)(f, +j) = .$ + a,(.$, 7, ha’), f(l)@, ;i) = q + ~~(4, 7, h2/), 
after the second step we have (for the composite transformation VI Us) 
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and after the nth step we have 
and a similar expression for rcn). This last transformation is defined for 
1 Im f 1 < R, - 9 Cy=, sj, 1 q - TV 1 < 8:‘. However, we note that all of the 
composite transformations (rz arbitrary) are defined in the common domain 
1 Im 5 I < R,/lO, ;i = p. Thus we define 
f(t) = li+if’yf, p) = p. + P(f) (33) 
for 1 Im .$ I < R,/lO. Such limits exist and the convergence is uniform in $ 
since 
In the limit 1z + cc, the mapping T,, in (30) (restricted to the common domain) 
tends to the rotation 
which applies for j Im [ I < R,/lO. We observe that since each z+(<, CL, hi,,), 
v&, p, hj,,) is periodic in 4 with period 27r, is analytic in .$ each of the 
limiting functions P(&), Q(f) 1 p a so ossesses these properties, and if f and g 
are real analytic, P(l), Q(.$) are real analytic. 
Remark. From the theorem above (for the particular values h’, v’) there 
exists a sequence of coordinate transformations { Un} so that Tl given by (26) 
is transformed into the composite mapping T, = llJ;;l U;21 a** U;lTl U, **- U, 
given by 
t = 5 + +j + @,({, +j, h,), I Im 5 I < R,/lO, 
7 =ii+ICln(4,ii,h,)+h,(rl--CL)+VI1, If-j-PI GP,. (34) 
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We denote the Jacobian of (34) by 
a@, 1+--Y- 
aar 
Jn = at 
I+$ 
a&l 
rl , 
-- 
aq: 
1 +++A, 
rl 1 (35) 
and further we denote the Jacobian of the U, transformation by 
i 
1+%, au, 
K, = a8 aii 
au, -T 
at 
1++ 
rl I 
(36) 
We note that all of the Jn , K,, are defined along the invariant strip r (final 
variables q = CL, 1 Im $1 < &/IO). Since T, is a composite transformation, 
along I’ we have that Jn is the matrix product 
We note also 
J,, = K;‘K;:, . . . Kg1 J1K2K3 . . . K, . 
j&t Jn = (:, ;); 
thus the eigenvalues of each J,(n = 1, 2,...) are 1, 1 along the real invariant 
curve (27a). 
THE INVARIANT CURVE THEOREM 
In the following we shall restrict our attention to the real analytic case. 
By using the measure preserving and curve intersection properties it is 
possible to show that the parameter values h’, V’ of Theorem 1 necessarily 
vanish. This gives the desired invariant curve theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the mapping Y of the real variables q, p given by 
Q=q+4P)++%A+ 
P = a + G7>,H, ~1, (37) 
defined in the annulus 1 j - p, 1 < p (where p, - p > 0), where F, G, and OL 
are real analytic in the annulus and where f and g are periodic in g with period 2~. 
We suppose da/d@ does not vanish in the annulus, the mapping (37) is “area” 
preserving in the sense that 
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and further we assume that the mapping (37) has the property that every closed 
curve j = e(q) = k’(q + 27~) near a circle (dl/dq small) and lying in the annulus 
intersects its image. Let p* belong to the annulus and be such that p = a(p*) 
satis$es the inequality 
for some positive y and all integers m and n where n # 0. Then for sufficiently 
small E the mapping (37) possess a closed invariant curve 
!7 = p) + Q*(q), P = p* + p*(q), 0 < q < 27r, (40) 
where P*, Q* are real analytic, are periodic with period 2rr and tend to zero 
with l . The mapping induced by (37) on (40) is a rotation with rotation number p 
andisgivenbyp,=q+p. 
Proof. We make a change of coordinates A-l 
B = q, i = a($), (41) 
to obtain the composite mapping 5’ = A-iFA given by 
e = 0 + f + f(O, r, E), 
r = 7 + g(B, 7, E), (42) 
where 
f(& f, E> = q&P(~), E), 
g(& f, c) = a[#) + cG(&P(F), 41 - 4P(31. (43) 
The mapping 9’ in (42) is defined at least in some annulus 1 7 - p 1 < p* 
where p* is small enough so that the inverse image of this annulus lies in 
1 j - p, / < p. Since the functions in (42) are analytic we can now extend 
the real domain 1 F - p 1 < p*, { real to the complex domain 1 f - p I < p, 
1 Im 0 1 < R where fs, R are chosen so that the mapping (42), and the coordi- 
nate transformation (41) are analytic. Since F’ is the composite mapping 
J#FYA!, from (38) we have the relationship 
(1 .$(l +S) -311 +Z) z 1. (44) 
Now according to Theorem 1 there exists numbers h’, V’ so that for 
small E the mapping TI given by 
e =8+r+f(B,t,c) 
r = f + g(fl, 7, E) + h’(r - p) + V’ (45) 
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has an invariant curve 
19 = 8 + Q(f)>, f = CL + q\F), (46) 
where the mapping (42) becomes 
t=f+p. (47) 
By the Remark following Theorem 1 it follows that everywhere along the 
invariant curve the number 1 is a double characteristic value of the Jacobian 
of the mapping (45). Thus along the invariant curve we have 
and 
But 
by Eq. (44) so that 
Since af/a8 cannot be -1 everywhere on the invariant curve we must have 
h’ = 0. From this we conclude that the mapping 
B = B + f + f(B, F, E), 
Y = f + g(B, F, c) + v', 
has the invariant curve (46) so that the mapping 7 given by (42) carries 
the invariant curve into a parallel curve displaced v’ units radially. But 
this is impossible unless v’ = 0 because of the hypothesis that every such 
curve intersects its image. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since in the hypothesis of Theorem 2, da/dp =$ 0 in the annulus and 
since almost all numbers satisfy the inequality (39) (see [8], here y depends 
on p) there will be many invariant curves in the annulus 1 j -pa 1 < pa for 
small E. It is possible to state and prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 
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in which a set of curves (with positive measure relative to the annulus) are 
invariant. (See [I] for the differentiable case.) Such a theorem is obviously 
more useful; however we have chosen to present Theorem 2 in the more 
restrictive version in order to examine in a relatively simple form the technique 
for overcoming small divisors. 
It may be of interest to note that the curve intersection and area preserving 
properties are used only in Theorem 2. Theorem 1 therefore concerns general 
analytic mappings which are near to rotations. In the differentiable case 
Moser found it convenient to employ the curve intersection property in the 
Fundamental Lemma which leads directly to the invariant curve theorem. 
It seems to be difficult to use this procedure in the analytic case. 
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